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Polarization on various issues has increased in many Western
democracies over the last decades, leading to divergent beliefs,
preferences, and behaviors within societies. We develop a model
to investigate the effects of polarization on the likelihood that a
society will coordinate on a welfare-improving action in a context
in which collective beneﬁts are acquired only if enough individuals
take that action. We examine the impacts of different manifestations of polarization: heterogeneity of preferences, segregation of
the social network, and the interaction between the two. In this
context, heterogeneity captures differential perceived beneﬁts
from coordinating, which can lead to different intentions and sensitivity regarding the intentions of others. Segregation of the
social network can create a bottleneck in information ﬂows about
others’ preferences, as individuals may base their decisions only
on their close neighbors. Additionally, heterogeneous preferences
can be evenly distributed in the population or clustered in the local
network, respectively reﬂecting or systematically departing from
the views of the broader society. The model predicts that heterogeneity of preferences alone is innocuous and it can even be beneﬁcial, while segregation can hamper coordination, mainly when
local networks distort the distribution of valuations. We base
these results on a multimethod approach including an online group
experiment with 750 individuals. We randomize the range of valuations associated with different choice options and the information
respondents have about others. The experimental results reinforce
the idea that, even in a situation in which all could stand to gain
from coordination, polarization can impede social progress.

opinions and actions prevalent in their personal networks (7).
A telling example is a recent CNN (Cable News Network) television advertisement reminding people that wearing face masks
in times of the COVID-19 pandemic is not a political statement. In the United States, mask-wearing to mitigate the
spread of coronavirus quickly came to be perceived as a highly
polarized issue. Variation in social distancing behavior is
aligned with electoral maps, as well as maps of climate denial,
suggesting that the United States is facing a collective action
problem that results, in part, from polarization (8). The tendency to conform to the behaviors and views of one’s social network can result in endogenous social change processes that can
accelerate behavior change. Cessation of smoking in public
places or decreased automobile traffic in some areas are examples in which shifting social norms, initiated or supported by
political interventions, have successfully transformed behavior
(9). However, these same social processes can also lead to
entrenched or divergent behaviors, especially in polarized communities (10). At the same time, addressing the most urgent
societal problems requires joint action, often beyond the borders of neighborhoods, regions, and nation-states. While
Signiﬁcance
With different types and manifestations of polarization
growing, it is crucial to understand their impact on welfarepromoting processes in society. This understanding is important when polarization interrupts both socially and individually optimal outcomes. We propose a model and framework
to study and quantify the relationship between polarization
and the ability to coordinate. We show, analytically, that
some degree of diversity of opinions may be beneﬁcial to
coordination. Then, we explore, both computationally and
through experiments, the role that properties of networks,
namely segregation and biased perceptions, play in eroding
coordination and moving societies away from the social
optimum. We expect this work to provide the basis for
upcoming research on the connection between the polarization of opinions and social outcomes.
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ifferent aspects of polarization among partisan elites are
growing (1) as is the perception of polarization among the
public (2), particularly in the United States (3, 4). Some of the
modern challenges we face are collective action problems.
These range from action on climate change and ecological collapse mitigation, addressing inclusive growth, food security,
inequality, and racial injustice to developing agreements of
nuclear proliferation and the ethical use of artificial intelligence. These issues require a critical mass of people or nations
to take action or rectify agreements that remove free-riding
incentives before others follow suit (5). This dynamic is characteristic of coordination problems—the main focus of this
paper—and is evident in many social processes, from elections
to flips in social norms (6) or adoption of new technologies.
Coordination problems are likely to be affected by the different
aspects of polarization, which can be linked to divisions in opinions and segregation among groups. Here, we ask whether the
manifestations of polarization have a negative impact in solving
these coordination problems.
People’s willingness to contribute to the good of society
depends on the costs and benefits they face but also on the
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diverse groups show growing grassroots efforts to initiate broad
social change (11), polarization may complicate or entirely
erode the possibility for society to coordinate on new or
welfare-enhancing norms by interrupting the social dynamics
that allow norms to spread (10). Understanding the effects of
polarization, in its various forms, on the ability of societies to
coordinate is, thus, a precursor to understanding how and when
polarization can affect positive behavioral change. In the current global context, this can, for instance, inform when social
forces can lead to widespread changes in behavior and transitions toward more sustainable lifestyles.
In this paper, we develop a theoretical model to investigate
the influence of polarization on societies’ ability to coordinate.
We consider a simple, stylized, N-person coordination game in
which individuals face two options: a higher-value risky option
that only materializes if there is sufficient investment by others
and a lower-value safe option that does not depend on others’
choices. This coordination dilemma has two Nash equilibria (in
pure strategies), one that is efficient and another one that is
not. The players can maximize their payoffs by coordinating on
the welfare-superior equilibrium. Our game departs from many
other related coordination games (12–20) in that the collective
benefit is received only by those who have invested in the risky
project. Examples are investments in new technologies whose
benefits accrue primarily to the investors but are distributed
unevenly. It can also mean participating in crowdfunding for a
project that is only successful when a critical value is raised and
the value of each project is subjective. Other analogies regard
the coordination between civil and private sectors, implying a
critical mass of adopters/users of the product and that its distribution infrastructure is widely available. Cross-sector coordination includes dietary changes, with convenience increasing
nonlinearly with availability of different types of food, or electric vehicles and their charging stations, which benefit only
those who own an electric car and for which payouts differ in,
for example, distance to home. We allow not only for heterogeneity in valuations of the two outcomes and variation in the
amount of information about others but also the possibility of
biased information about others’ valuations.
Polarization has many aspects, and here, we focus on 1) how
it can create or emerge from divergent positions on issues and
2) how it can also reshape social networks and lead to opinion
segregation, possibly exacerbated by some reenforcing features
of those networks (21, 22). Our model of polarization is
inspired by recent empirical work on different approaches to
measuring and characterizing polarization. We first assume that
individuals are heterogeneous in how they value the return of a
particular choice or outcome. We interpret this issue-based heterogeneity as divergence in ideological or political positions
(“ideological polarization,” or IP) (2), which, according to
some, has risen over the last decades (1). Furthermore, an individual’s social network may define an in-group. The preferential treatment and assessment of the in-group relative to
out-groups has been described as “affective polarization” (AP)
and is, in Western democracies, usually measured as animosity
among supporters of different political parties (3, 4, 23–27).
While a moderate degree of IP seems tolerable or even desirable for a functioning democracy, AP is seen mostly as harmful
also because the adverse effects of AP can spill over from the
political arena to individual (micro)economic decision-making
(28) and interpersonal relationships (29). Like IP, AP has been
increasing during the last decades, especially in the United
States (3). One consequence of AP is that it can lead to circumscribed in- and out-groups, which can reinforce the adverse
effects of AP. This segregation into subgroups can result in individuals making decisions based on incomplete or biased information, in particular, if heterogeneity in ideological positions of
a certain issue maps onto these segregated social networks. A
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large body of literature describes mechanisms for the emergence of modular connection structures in social networks and
the clustering of preferences and beliefs in those social networks. For example, research in this special issue shows how
polarization can lead to modular social structures and how multimodal distributions of opinions can emerge (30–32). We draw
on this literature to inform our analysis of how heterogeneity in
preferences or values interacts with segregated social networks
to produce sorting of preferences into distinct local clusters,
creating social spheres with divergent preferences from society
at large. Such networks, in turn, affect perceptions and attitudes and vice versa. Locally circumscribed beliefs and preferences can result from the tendency of individuals to adopt
opinions that they perceive to be dominant and to associate
themselves with like-minded individuals (33). Extrapolation
from limited social spheres of like-minded individuals can lead
to biased perceptions about the attitudes and preferences of
society as a whole (34). Biased network perceptions may be further exacerbated by the selective disclosure of political opinions
with certain groups in order to avoid disagreements (35). In
turn, biased expectations about the behavior of others can distort behavioral dynamics, especially when individuals base their
own choices on those expectations. In extremis, siloed information sources, providing incomplete or strategically curated
information, can distort election outcomes (36).
In our model, we mechanistically derive these biases from
the overlap of segregation of network connections and clustering of opinions. Work relating the impact of network structure
to the propagation of social processes has shown that multiple
overlapping relations, or overlapping groups, dramatically
increase the diffusion of norms (37, 38) and increase the perceived marginal gains of cooperation in information-poor environments (39). On the other hand, highly segregated (modular)
networks create balkanized communities with distinct norms
and little scope for interaction, interrupting the diffusion of
new behaviors (38). Attachment to a particular behavior can
also lead to the emergence of homogeneous groups (40). Interaction between the propagation of opinions and the network
structure creates distinct temporal opinion patterns but also
affects their distribution in the network—resulting in either
clustered or unclustered distributions of opinions in modular
networks (41). Overall, the literature identifies a range of mechanisms that can lead to heterogeneous preferences becoming clustered into distinct social modules. In this paper, we take these
patterns of overlapping IP, AP, and sorting into networks as given
and ask what these social configurations imply for coordination
problems.
Many of the major social challenges we are confronting as a
society require coordination, but they are also characterized by
uncertainty and risk. For example, large investment, dietary
and lifestyle changes, or sustainability transitions in general will
require far-reaching and costly behavioral changes—these may
only be worth engaging in if a critical mass is doing the same
(9). In contexts in which there is risk associated with a particular option, especially strategic risk that depends on the actions
of others, individuals’ choices depend on their expectations
about others (42). Thus, how those expectations are affected by
IP, AP, and the intersection of the two is crucial for understanding how coordination on “virtuous” or welfare-enhancing equilibria may be interrupted or facilitated in polarized societies. In
our work, we focus on random patterns—in which heterogeneous opinions on an issue are evenly distributed across social
networks—and clustered patterns—in which individuals with
identical opinions tend to be connected, potentially biasing
their view of the broader society. We study the likelihood of
coordination in different societies using a model in which
behaviors are based on opinions. Individuals have heterogeneous rewards associated with the socially optimal outcome—a
Vasconcelos et al.
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Results
Consider a population in which individuals decide between two
actions: a safe action, S, which provides a fixed benefit, b, and a
risky action, R, with a higher potential payoff, oi, but only if
enough, M, others also choose this option. If the number of
individuals choosing action R falls below M, those who have
taken the risk receive no benefit. Here, we focus on the case in
which a large fraction of the population is required for the
investments to be successful, representing a need for societylevel coordination. This potentially large benefit of individual i,
oi, may differ between players. It captures the subjective valuation of coordinating toward action R, which may vary with risk
preferences but also ideological positions or moral values,
among other factors. Individuals can, thus, be heterogeneous or
homogeneous in their preferences, which is reflected in the distribution of subjective valuations (Fig. 1A). We focus on the
cases in which heterogeneity, as a result of IP, is reflected as
bimodality in the valuations of R. Coordinating toward states in
which either no one or everyone chooses R are both Nash equilibria. However, the equilibrium in which everyone chooses R is
both an individual and social optimum. In this sense, choosing
R is a cooperative act, as it allows others to achieve the best

Social Network Structure. We define two types of social networks in our society that vary in their degree of cohesion or
segregation (Fig. 1B). In cohesive societies, individuals are
well connected and thus receive signals about the preferences
of a significant portion of the group, which they use to
update their beliefs and expected payoffs of playing R or S.
In segregated societies, individuals are connected to a circumscribed group and thus update their expectations about
playing R or S based on the limited (and potentially biased)
information from that group. Here, we focus on polarization
that leads to the segregation of the population into two subgroups of equal size (z = 1/2).
Mapping of Valuations onto the Social Network. Finally, we consider how the distribution of subjective valuations interacts with
the network structure. In particular, in segregated networks,
valuations can be either randomly distributed in the population
or be biased by the network (neighbors tend to have similar

Fig. 1. Conﬁgurations of polarization. (A) The distribution of valuations is a consequence of the perceived beneﬁts. This distribution is characterized by
a mean, μ, a distance between peaks, Δμ, and the weight, z or 1  z, and variance, rA and rB , of each peak. Thus, the distribution can be homogeneous
(Δμ ¼ rA ¼ rB ¼ 0) or heterogeneous (Δμ, rA ¼ rB ¼ r > 0). This is a proxy for IP. (B) Information about what others do reaches individuals through their
social networks. One aspect of AP is that it leads to bottlenecks in information ﬂow. (C) When valuations are heterogeneous, they can be random (randomly distributed in the population) or biased (clustered in neighborhoods with similar perceived beneﬁts). This captures the interaction of IP and AP,
which, together with sorting into networks, results in groups of like-minded people.
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outcome. Doing so, however, depends on the expectations one
has that others will also choose R. In our model, we allow individuals to signal their intended strategy and to update it based
on the signals they receive from others. We establish a simple
relationship between the confidence level that others will play
R and the information individuals get about others. We set the
expectation about others’ behaviors as the subjective probability
that each of the others will choose R given by the fraction of R
signals an individual observes. Individuals use this probability
to estimate the expected payoff of R versus S. They signal the
strategy with the highest expected payoff, though there is some
noise in this signal. Because each player has a different valuation, and possibly a different neighborhood, the signals they
send and receive will differ from those of others. Apart from
errors, all signaling is honest. Individuals’ valuations, oi, are
derived from a distribution that is characterized in Fig. 1A,
according to its bimodality and variances. See Materials and
Methods for additional details.

POLITICAL SCIENCES

proxy for differing opinions or proclivities in the population
toward certain coordinated investments, which we associate
here with IP. Furthermore, individuals may only have access to
local information about their neighbors or their connections.
We look at how different network configurations, both in terms
of the amount and representativeness of information, which we
associate with AP, affect the ability to reach the social optimum.
The model results show, unsurprisingly, that successful coordination is highly dependent on the initial intentions with which
the players start the game. For this reason, we use the result of
an experiment as input to specify the initial intentions in the
different polarization conditions and compare the model outcomes across the different conditions.

Fig. 2. Impact of polarization on coordination. (A) Success rate, computed as the fraction of simulations that terminate with at least M R-players, making
R proﬁtable. (B) Average payoff, calculated over all players and simulations. (C) Proﬁtable investment is the fraction of R-players who achieve their best
outcome, oi. Notice that some points do not exist, as the simulation did not register any investments for those values. (D) Fraction of R-players in the population. (E) Fraction of R-players in the half of the population with the lowest valuations for R. (F) Fraction of R-players in the half of the population with
the highest valuations for R. Quantities are the average ﬁnal outcome of 104 simulations with different initial distributions of the location of R-players
in the network, of sampled oi , and networks. Equilibrium was assumed after 103 time steps. Simulations run for population size Z ¼ 10, baseline beneﬁt,
b ¼ 1.25, a threshold for achieving the collective outcome of M ¼ 7 players, average valuation of collective outcome μ¼2, and, for the heterogeneous valuations, Δμ ¼ 1, z ¼ 1/2, and r ¼ 0.01 (Fig. 1). Individual errors in determining the optimal strategy, depending on what the others are signaling, are controlled by β ¼ 20. In SI Appendix, we provide an analytical analysis of the model in the absence of mistakes (β!1) and large populations (SI Appendix,
Sections 1–4), and we explore variations of M and β (SI Appendix, Section 7).
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perceived valuations). If the valuations are heterogeneous and
biased, then, although the society as a whole has diverse valuations, each subgroup is more homogeneous in their valuations
(Fig. 1C).
Overall, we interpret the segregation of the social network as
a consequence of AP, with, for example, identity defining tightly
connected groups of individuals. High levels of AP and IP in
the absence of sorting produce random segregated networks. In
turn, clustering of ideological preferences occurs when there is
also sorting, which is presumed the case when ideological preferences align with group identity. Thus, segregated biased networks are the reflection of IP, AP, and sorting.
Behavior for Different Manifestations of Polarization. Fig. 2 shows
the impact of the different variants of polarization (from Fig.
1) on different success metrics for the population. We chose
three metrics: The success rate in coordination (Fig. 2A),
which is the fraction of groups with successful investments
(i.e., with a minimum number M of R-players); the average
payoff of individuals (Fig. 2B); and the fraction of risky
investments in R that are successful (Fig. 2C), which corresponds to the fraction of R-players who receive their valuation
4 of 9 j PNAS
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(as opposed to a return of 0). Fig. 2 D–F represent the equilibrium behavior of the whole and, for the heterogeneous populations, subparts of the population. We consider these success
metrics as a function of the initial number of R-players, which
we distribute randomly in the network. Notice that, as players
reevaluate their signals, correlations between the signaled strategies and valuations, oi , are created. The results reflect the
coordination nature of the problem, with high dependence on
initial conditions.
Let us assume that the initial behavior does not depend on
our variants of polarization (valuations distribution, information network structure, and sorting into networks) and that we
can thus compare the different scenarios for identical initial
conditions. As illustrated in Fig. 2A, we find that heterogeneous
valuations decrease the chance of successful coordination. Not
only is coordination achieved less often, but total welfare drops
as compared to the homogeneous scenarios, as in Fig. 2 B and
C. The exception is when groups have insufficient initial
R-players, which hampers coordination in all scenarios. When
valuations are heterogeneous, the clustering of valuations in
the social networks becomes a crucial determinant of whether
the welfare-superior equilibrium can be achieved. Societies that
Vasconcelos et al.
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Assessing Initial Intentions. The analysis so far assumes that initial conditions do not vary with the different manifestations of
polarization. However, in reality, individuals might anticipate
different levels of willingness to invest in risky options depending on their local context. To incorporate more realistic initial
intentions in the model and make the different scenarios
directly comparable, we performed an online experiment with a
sample of 750 individuals drawn from the Prolific platform. Participants play a one-shot coordination game in groups of 10
players. In each game, players choose between playing a black
card and a red card. Playing the black card corresponds to S
(the safe option) and returns £1.25 no matter what the other
players do. Playing the red card returns oi if at least 7 out of
the 10 players play the red card and zero otherwise, corresponding to R (the risky option). A player’s oi depends on the
experimental treatment. In the homogeneous treatments, all
players in the group have the same oi, which is either low
(£1.50), medium (£2.00), or high (£2.50). In the heterogeneous
treatments, there are five high-value players in the group who
have an oi of £2.50 and five low-value players who have an oi of
£1.50. Notice that these values correspond to the parameters of
the model in Fig. 2.
We further distinguish between different levels of information available to players when making their decision. In the full
information condition, players know all the oi values in the
group, including their own, which represents the scenario in
which individuals are “well connected.” In the partial information condition, players are informed about the oi values of 4 out
of the 10 players, including their own. The information is representative of the actual distribution of the oi values in the group.
This implies that participants in the heterogeneous treatment
are informed that two players in the group have a high oi value
and two other players have a low oi value, while the valuations
of the remaining six players remain unknown to them. This
condition represents the “segregated random” scenario because
individuals have only partial information, but it can be used to
predict the actual distribution of oi values in the group. In the
clustered partial information condition, players are again
informed about four oi values, including their own, but the
information is strongly biased in the direction of their own oi.
Specifically, high-value players are informed that there are four
high-value players in the group, including themselves, while
low-value players are informed that there are four low-value
players in the group, including themselves. The valuations of
the remaining six players remain unknown. This condition represents the “segregated biased” scenario and is only applicable
in the heterogeneous treatments. Members of the same group
get different information about others’ valuations, which is not
possible in the homogeneous treatments in which all players
have the same valuation. All participants play three games,
keeping the same oi value but with varying levels of information
and different groups. We randomly varied the order of the
three games across participants to control for spillover effects.
One game was chosen at random to determine their earnings
(see Materials and Methods and SI Appendix for further details
and related experimental results from the previous literature).
Fig. 3 summarizes the outcomes of the model, taking the
experimental results as initial values for the simulation, using
the same parameters in the experiment and the simulations.
The experimental results are indicated as dashed lines, which
are taken as the initial signals and then evolve toward the outcomes of the model, indicated in the bars. First, we notice that
the ranking of the experiment, in terms of investment under
different polarization conditions, is in line with the ranking predicted by the model from random initial conditions (see Fig. 2
and the direct comparison in SI Appendix). In the homogeneous treatments, the investment level is similar in medium
and high valuation conditions and lower for the low condition.

POLITICAL SCIENCES

have heterogeneous and segregated preferences end up with
lower welfare, even below the baseline value b, the dashed line
in Fig. 2B. This can be understood in light of the fraction of
successful investments, represented in Fig. 2C, which drops
even for high initial values of investment signals. This is exacerbated when diverse valuations are also agglomerated in segregated networks so that, within circumscribed groups, there are
systematically similar valuations for R compared with those of
the society as a whole. In Fig. 2 D–F, we show the fraction or
R-players in Fig. 2D for the whole population. The fractions for
heterogeneous populations are split between the subset of players with low valuations of R, shown in Fig. 2E, and, in Fig. 2F,
the subset with high valuations. We see how these last two highlight miscoordination as the main driver of lower welfare,
particularly in the case of segregated individuals in biased networks, with the purple line being much higher for high valuation individuals than for low valuation individuals.
In SI Appendix, we verify the robustness of these results
across different parameter values, analyzing the outcomes of
the model analytically and computationally. First, we quantify
analytically the extent to which the level of diversity of valuations can affect the dynamics in fully connected populations for
any distribution of valuations. We show that the distribution of
valuations translates (monotonically but nonlinearly) into a distribution of behavioral change thresholds (SI Appendix, Section
1). We show that some degree of diversity of preferences can
be beneficial. Diversity can lead to a distribution of thresholds
that triggers a cascade of social change—in particular, a
sequence of thresholds in which at least one individual requires
just one more individual to change behaviors in order to consider changing their own behavior. This means that small initial
shifts in behavior can “tip” society from the all-S to the all-R
equilibrium. In this perspective, the optimal distribution of
thresholds is not, however, bimodal, but closer to uniform.
Diversity can also reduce the costs of interventions aimed at
shifting society from one equilibrium to another (SI Appendix,
Sections 3 and 4). We consider a situation in which an
“innovator” or policymaker can intervene in a system to make a
nondominant but desirable option more appealing—for example, through the introduction of a new option, subsidies, or
strategic messaging. In a context with heterogeneity in valuations, there will be some individuals or groups who prefer the
nondominant option but who, due to social influence and pressures to conform, persist on the prevailing social norm. At the
most extreme end, an intervention targeting a single individual
can trigger a cascade that sets in motion a sequence of behavioral changes without any additional costs or need to intervene
on any other individuals. To borrow terminology from the diffusion of innovations literature (43, 44), it may take only an initial
and modest intervention to drive these “early adopters” to shift
their behaviors. Through this endogenous social change process, these early adopters may “tip” an “early majority,”
followed by the “late majority” and, finally, the “laggards.”
Consistently, in the space of bimodal distributions characterized in Results in the main text, we show the existence of an
optimal distribution of valuations with large variance (SI
Appendix, Section 5). Then, we allow that distribution to shape
the connections between individuals. The benefit of heterogeneity decreases once we allow networks to dynamically become
segregated, either through differences in opinions/valuations or
actions. These results suggest that the positive effects of IP disappear if IP coexists or even leads to the network effects of AP
or vice versa (SI Appendix, Section 6). For low thresholds (i.e.,
thresholds that do not require coordination at the societal level
but only at a subgroup level [M/Z < z]) sorting of valuations in
the segregated networks can be beneficial, as it facilitates the
coordination of the subgroup.
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Fig. 3. Comparison across manifestations of polarization using experimental results to set initial signals. Fraction of R-players after many interaction
rounds, using the same parameters as in Fig. 2, which match the experimental setup. The initial number of R-players is set as a hypergeometric sampling
of the players in the different polarization conditions of the experiments. That corresponds to the average value indicated as a dashed line, which, as the
simulation runs, evolves to the corresponding value indicated in the bar.

Participants in the low condition are susceptible to uncertainty
about others’ valuations. Participants in the medium and high
conditions also reduce their investments in the presence of
uncertainty, though their behavior is more robust to this
change. In the heterogeneous treatments, uncertainty about
others’ valuations reduces the overall investment level. Also,
high-value and low-value players invest similarly when they are
randomly segregated, while biased segregation drives a wedge
between their investment behavior. Under biased valuation
conditions, high-value players tend to invest more and lowvalue players invest less compared to random segregation.
In order to get a sense of the extent to which the different
polarization conditions shaped the expectations about other players, after each game, we included an incentivized elicitation of
participants’ expectations about others’ behaviors and their confidence in this guess. The analysis of these data shows that the
available information significantly influences participants’ expectations about others and that this moderates the effects of information on their behavior (see SI Appendix for details). Individual
choices were highly correlated with expectations about others in
all experimental conditions. Interestingly, the correlation is somewhat higher for those who are well connected and thus have more
information than those who are segregated. We also observe that
optimistic players—those who expect many red cards—tend to be
more confident in their assessments than pessimistic players,
which may help to explain the relatively high investment level in
the experiment. These findings generally support the crucial role
of expectations and trust, but they also indicate that uncertainty
does more than merely reducing expectations—it also disturbs
the connection between expectations and action. Another possible reason for the relatively high investment level is due to the
sample used. Comparisons between Prolific and other samples,
such as MTurk, have shown that Prolific users are more naive
about standard experimental games, are more honest in cheating
games, use the platform less, and rely less on the earnings (45,
46). In this sense, our results could be considered conservative, as
they may overestimate the chance of successful coordination and
underestimate the adverse effects of polarization compared to
other samples.
In SI Appendix, we show a direct comparison between the
model with uniform random initial conditions and the model
with the initial signals of the experiments. The initial signals we
obtain from the experiments and the equilibrium behavior from
identical initial conditions show the same directional impacts
when changing the manifestations of polarization. This means
that taking the experimental results as the initial signal reinforces the differences between different manifestation of polarization found with random initial conditions.
6 of 9 j PNAS
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Discussion
Many urgent societal issues are collective action problems,
requiring widespread coordination on risky options to achieve
welfare-enhancing outcomes. For example, avoiding irreversible
impacts of climate change will require a fast global transition to
a net-zero carbon emissions economy. This will not only take
massive technological changes and financial commitments, but
it will also take a shift in prevailing social norms. This paper
focuses on the consequences of different forms of polarization
for achieving a socially efficient outcome in a context in which
potential benefits accrue only if enough individuals commit to a
risky high-value option over a safe lower-value option.
Polarization is a multifaceted concept (2). We here model
polarization along three central dimensions in the literature and
consider only cases in which all members of society gain from
social progress. In particular, we consider 1) heterogeneous preferences or policy positions drawn from a bimodal distribution
(47), which we take as a proxy for the divergent ideological views
suggested by IP, 2) organization of social or information networks
into segregated modules, which could emerge from AP, and 3)
sorting of policy positions or preferences into segregated modules, which we take as the intersection between IP and AP, in
which either the causes of IP on a certain issue and AP are identical or the network structure leads to a clustering of preferences
within the network (48–50). Overall, we show theoretically and
experimentally that preference heterogeneity does not substantially interrupt coordination, while segregation of social network
connections, especially when combined with a clustering of preferences on these networks, does erode coordination. The model
and the experiment suggest that the best outcomes arise when
societies are well mixed and that this is especially important when
some members of society earn limited benefits from coordinating.
The erosion of coordination arises from the clustering and segregation of like-minded individuals, which can result in biased
expectations about the broader population.
Our findings suggest one plausible mechanism for pluralistic
ignorance—the misperception that there is broad support for a
norm or belief that is actually rejected by most—a widespread
phenomenon that has been attributed with inaction on many
topics including racial segregation, climate change mitigation,
or binge drinking (34, 51–53). The finding that coordination is
interrupted by biases that arise from the sorting and clustering
of like-minded individuals suggests some pathways for facilitating coordination in polarized societies. For example, highly visible and bipartisan institutions and elites may be avenues for
increasing coordination among disparate groups. To the extent
that institutions create overlaps or bridges between otherwise
segregated social groups, they can act as coordination devices,
Vasconcelos et al.
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Materials and Methods
Model. Consider a population with Z individuals. Each individual has to decide
between actions R or S. The beneﬁt individual i associates with coordinating
on R depends on the subjective valuation i has about that action, oi. In a group
of N individuals, if M choose to invest in R, then each earns a large beneﬁt, oi.
Individuals who select the safe option S get a smaller baseline beneﬁt, b. If k is
the number of individuals playing R, and H½x the unit-step function that is 0
for x < 0 and 1 otherwise, we can write the payoff of each action as
PRi ½k ¼ H½k  Moi and

[1.1]

PSi ¼ b:

[1.2]

The equilibrium in which all players choose R is payoff dominant given
oi $b 8i, while the equilibrium in which all players choose S is risk dominant if
oi < 2b 8i. This sets up a coordination dilemma in which the safe choice is to
choose S, but if one expects that a sufﬁcient number of others will choose R,
then it is worthwhile to do so too. Thus, playing R is a cooperative action, as it
PNAS j 7 of 9
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2102153118
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and opinions, resulting in asymmetries in how information is distorted—and greater heterogeneity. Very large inequalities, resulting from greater heterogeneity, could have substantial welfare
costs and create moral dilemmas. We have limited these considerations in our settings to initially understand the consequences of
even moderate levels of polarization.
A second avenue for future research is extending the social
dilemma under consideration. Here, we chose to focus on preference heterogeneity and key structural features of polarization
in a stylized coordination problem. As a first pass, we abstract
away many of the subtleties of real-world social dilemmas and
institutional design. Preference heterogeneity may come not
just from variation in opinions but other sources, including variation in self-interest, local conditions, including geographic
conditions, and others. Settings in which the socially efficient
outcome is not an equilibrium or in which actors who defect to
the nonrisky option still benefit from the risks taken by others
represent more difficult collective action problems that may be
exacerbated by polarization (and increase it). An example, and
of particular relevance for sustainability challenges, is recent
work showing that uncertainty about when a threshold needs to
be reached can result in uneven or “polarized” outcomes (20).
In these more complicated settings, strategic signaling might
prove particularly relevant. Additionally, while we do explore
the impacts of different thresholds in the model (see SI
Appendix for details), we leave the consideration of nonthreshold systems for future research. Furthermore, the feedback
between revealed outcomes, inequality, and polarization, or
other social dynamics, is an avenue that could be explored by
extending our one-shot coordination game to a repeated game.
The model does allow actors to update what they are signaling
based on the information in their networks, but it does not currently allow for reciprocity, reflecting the one-shot nature of
our analysis. Extending the experiments and the model to allow
for this would create the opportunity to study the erosion of
coordination—vicious cycles in which those who have taken
risks and feel cheated might punish those who opted for the
safe option. It would similarly offer the opportunity to understand under what conditions repeat interactions might facilitate
the emergence of virtuous norms, for example, through the
emergence of leadership or the establishment of trust or institutions (74, 75). Future work might systematically study how
sequential behavioral responses can shape preferences, expectations, and even information networks.
In summary, our study reveals important effects of polarization that can serve as a lower bound estimate on the effects of
polarization while also providing a framework for further
research in this area. Our model and experimental setup provide the scaffolding for future extensions along several dimensions and suggest plausible interventions to help ameliorate the
consequences of polarization.
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correcting the misperceptions that result from local information
networks (54–56). However, research suggests that the broad
signals provided by these all-encompassing institutions need to
be directed to individuals and not groups in order to affect
actions (57). To this end, while consumption of partisan media
has been shown to increase partisan hostility, sizeable public
broadcasting stations tend to be correlated with lower AP (3).
Related literature has found that exposure to diverse political
views can exacerbate bias and that political cues erode social
learning but that structured bipartisan networks that are devoid
of political cues can increase social learning across partisan
groups (58). In this volume, Santos et al. show using a model that
tuning automated link recommendations might correct some of
the tendencies for self-sorting and segregation in networks (59).
Our research has shown that initial conditions are also very
important for successful coordination, which raises the question of
what factors determine initial conditions. In particular, much
research has shown that cultural background is an important
determinant of cooperation in social dilemmas and economic preferences, including time and risk preferences, reciprocity, altruism,
and trust, which are, in turn, correlated with economic outcomes
and behaviors (60, 61). This same work also finds substantial
within-country individual-level heterogeneity in cooperation and
economic preferences, depending on factors like age, gender, and
cognitive ability. While some influencing factors, such as cultural
history or demographic characteristics, are hardly changeable,
others can be influenced by policy. For example, public service
broadcasting and education initiatives can improve communication
and create shared beliefs and value systems across disparate
groups, increasing the perceived benefits and ease of coordination.
Furthermore, measures that reduce the cost of investment, for
example, through subsidies, or the risk of stranded assets can also
facilitate coordination by altering the incentive structure.
While we have attempted to capture some key features and
consequences of IP and AP in this first step, there remain several
fruitful avenues for future research. The model should be
extended to account for additional features of polarization, such
as greater intensity of both IP and AP, complex feedback between
the two, and social identity or affective components of AP, including out-group animosity (2). Affective responses to in- and outgroups create intergroup conflict, making coordination among
multiple groups challenging (62, 63). Out-group hate has been
shown to impede cooperation in part by creating grim expectations about others’ behaviors (64). Literature in cultural evolution,
anthropology, and political psychology suggests that, when actions
or beliefs are closely coupled with identities and those actions or
beliefs come under threat, there might even be a doubling down
on the inefficient equilibrium and related attempts to protect
one’s worldviews (65–67). Although recent work on the topic finds
limited evidence of this sort of backlash in a series of surveys,
some suggest that individuals may become distrustful of counter
attitudinal arguments in antagonistic contexts (68). One way to
elicit stronger affective responses is to consider a societal transition that leaves some groups worse off as compared to the status
quo. This may lead some groups to perceive themselves to be
under threat and to resist the transition; it may also mean that
these groups need to be compensated to ensure an equitable transition (e.g., consider fossil fuel workers in a transition to a netzero economy) (69, 70). These considerations are important, as
perceived inequities can change over time with economic growth
and decline (71) and can drive greater AP (4)—just as AP can, in
turn, also increase inequities. Indeed, recent work has shown that
poverty and inequality undermine cooperation, social cohesion,
and trust and that they interact with other group differences such
as race or ethnicity (72, 73). Understanding the distribution of the
most affected will also be crucial to quantify their overall impact
in the coordination process. Other feasible extensions include the
modeling of asymmetries—that is, uneven clustering of groups

may offer a larger personal beneﬁt but also makes it more likely that others
will achieve their maximum outcome. The best course of action is thus dependent on one’s expectations about others taking action R.
At the start, individuals’ subjective valuations, oi, are sampled from a
bimodal distribution with peak-to-peak distance Δμ and peak variance rA and
rB for the left and right peaks, respectively (Fig. 1A). Peak A contains a weight
z, whereas peak B contains a weight 1 – z. To achieve this, we deﬁne the distribution of valuations as a mix of two normal distributions, qðoÞ 
MixtureDistribution½z Normal½μ  Δμ=2, rA  þ ð1  zÞNormal½μ þ Δμ=2, rB . For
simplicity, we set z ¼ 1=2 and rA ¼ rB ¼ r.
Let ti be i’s belief that each of the other players will take action R. We assume
individuals develop these expectations based only on the information they get
from their surroundings and build from it a likelihood that others will choose R.
In a population of size Z, the expected payoff of R versus S for this player is
Δi ¼


Z 1 
X
Z1
k¼0

¼ oi

k



tik ð1  ti ÞZ1k PRi ½k þ 1  PSi


Z1 
X
Z1 k
ti ð1  ti ÞZ1k  b:
k

[2]

k¼M1
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Individuals signal their strategy based on what they see around them, such that
ti corresponds to the fraction of neighbors they observe signaling R in their visible
 network
1(see Fig. 1B). Based on this, they chose to signal R with probability
and S with complementary probability. The value of β controls for
1 þ eβΔi
mistakes in this signaling process, with β ! 1 representing a deterministic signal of the best response and β ! 0 a coin ﬂip. Individuals start with a random
signal, according to the set fraction of initial R signals. An individual is selected
to update their signal at each time step, and the process is repeated until an
equilibrium is reached. Rewards are distributed based on the last signal.
We deﬁne a social network in which nodes represent individuals and edges
the information ﬂow of signals. Individuals who are connected see each
other’s signals. Well-connected networks correspond to a complete graph, in
which all nodes are connected to all other nodes. The segregated networks
are generated by starting with two Barabasi–Albert random graphs of average degree 5 and adding 0.1 Z links between the two. We have two types of
segregated networks: in the segregated unbiased network, we distribute oi
randomly; in the segregated biased network, we sort oi such that oi # oiþ1
and place the lower half of valuations in the ﬁrst cluster and the higher half
of valuations in the second cluster.

homogeneity or heterogeneity in the oi values (proxy for IP) and a withinsubject design for the information levels (proxy for AP). This means that all
participants played three different one-shot games in which their own oi valuation associated with playing R and the homogeneity or heterogeneity in the
group remained the same throughout, but the information about the oi values of the other players in the group varied between games. As biased information is not possible in the homogenous games, participants played one
game with no information about the oi values of the other players (see SI
Appendix for the results of this condition). We randomly varied the order of
the three games across participants to control for spillover effects. Participants
were told that the group composition would change between games and
that, at the end, one of the three games would be randomly selected for
payment. A total of 750 individuals took part in the experiment, 150 in
each of the ﬁve oi value conditions (high, medium, and low in the homogenous treatments, high and low in the heterogenous treatments). About half
of the participants are students, and one-third are women. The average age is
26 y old. The number of participants per value condition was determined
using a power analysis based on a pilot experiment with 60 Proliﬁc users
in the heterogeneous treatment—these data were not included in the
ﬁnal dataset.
In all treatments, players were aware of the size of the group, the threshold, and their own oi value. What they knew about the oi values of the other
players differed from game to game. SI Appendix, Table S3 shows the available information per player and treatment. After participants had made their
decision in a game, they were asked to guess how many of the other players
would play the red card and to indicate how conﬁdent they felt about their
guess. Correct guesses in the selected game were incentivized with an additional bonus of £0.50. Further details on the experimental design and an
instruction sample are provided in SI Appendix.
Data Availability. Anonymized data have been deposited in the publicly accessible database Harvard Dataverse (https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/PMN61R) (76).
All other study data are included in the article and/or SI Appendix.

Experimental Design and Procedure. We obtained Institutional Review Board
approval from Princeton University, and all participants provided informed
consent before participating in the study. We conducted the study online with
a sample of Proliﬁc users. Proliﬁc is an on-demand online platform, which
allows researchers to run surveys and experiments with a large number of
people. Participants played a coordination game in groups of 10. The game
was played asynchronously, with anonymous group members and no information about players’ identities. Our experiment had two treatment layers: we
used a between-subject design for players’ oi values and whether there was
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